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The following investigation was conducted by
SA BARDWELL D . ODUM at Irving, Texas, on December 16,
1963, in an effort to identify a fourteen year old boy
reportedly present with OSWALD on one occasion at
Clifford's Barber Shop, Irving, Texas .

that she had never allowed OSWALD to take her car by himself
anywhere .

CLIFFORD M, SHASTEEN, 1321 South Story Road,
operator of Clifford's Barber Shop wat that address,
advised that he has not been able to identify the
fourteen. year old boy who was in his shop on one
occasion about two months ago with LEE IIARVEY OSWALD .
He stated that as he recalls this boy and OSWALD were
in the shop on a Wednesday or T!-rsd.~y at which time
OSWALD had his hair cut by BERT GLOVER . GLOVER on a
later date, possibly the next Monday or Tuesday, cut
the hair of the fourteen yea : old boy, and at this time
OSWALD was not in the shop but someone else had brought
this boy to the shop and waited outside :n a car .
On this occasion, SHASTEEN recalls that someone
was complaining about high taxes, and the unidentified boy
said that there would be no peace until all people had the
same amount of possessions and that most of our trouble
now was car-.ed because the poor people had so little and
the rich cc much . This boy indicted that "peace" would
come when all people had the same amount of wealth .
SHASTEEN stated that he has not seen this boy
since this time and has not been able to determine who
he is .
BERT GLOVER, barber in Clifford's Barber Shop,
advised that he recalls cutting this boy's hair but has
not beer able to identify him in the neighborhood and
does not know where he lives at this time .
He stated that
if he determines the identity of this boy he will immediately
notify the Dallas Office of the FBI .Mrs . RUTH PAINE, 2515 f7~st Fifth, Irving, Texas,
advised that she has no child even as old as school age
and knows of no boy of about fourteen with whom OSWALD
was ever associated in the neighborhood . She further repeated
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